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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers requires that all sandboxes that have not been recently refreshed must also receive the newest
changes to production. This must be done before any functionality from that environment can be moved to production.
Which deployment tool would allow this deployment process to be managed in an automated fashion? 

A. Workbench 

B. Force.com Migration Tool 

C. Change Sets 

D. Force.com IDE 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the responsibility of an executive sponsor on a project? 

A. Communicate project status 

B. Determine project methodology 

C. Design executive dashboards 

D. Approvechanges to project scope 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Cloud Kicks is switching toSalesforce from a different CRM. They have existing datasets for all standard Salesforce
objects. In which optimized order should the architect recommend these objects be loaded? 

A. Accounts, Contacts, Leads, Products, Opportunities, Opportunity Line Items 

B. Accounts, Contacts. Opportunities, Products, Opportunity Line Items, Leads 

C. Leads, Contacts, Accounts, Opportunities, Products, Opportunity Line Items 

D. Leads, Accounts, Contacts, Products, Opportunities, Opportunity Line Items 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers has many backlog items and competing stakeholders who cannot agree on priority. What should
an architect do to overcome this? 
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A. Facilitate the design of a prioritization model with the stakeholders. 

B. Organize a sprint planning meeting with the Scrum team. 

C. Take over prioritization for the stakeholders. 

D. Allowthe delivery teams to pick the best work for the business. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) had implemented two full sandboxes. One, known as Stage, is used for performance,
regression testing, and production readiness check. The other is used primarily for user acceptance testing (UAT). Both
full sandboxes were refreshed two months ago. Currently, UC is targeting to start user acceptance testing in two weeks,
and do production release in four weeks. An admin also realized Salesforce will have a major release in six weeks. 

UC needs to release on the current Salesforce version, but also wants to make sure the new Salesforce release does
not break anything 

What should an architect recommend? 

A. Refresh Stagenow, and do not refresh UAT. This way, Stage will be on preview and UAT will not. 

B. Use the Sandbox Preview Guide to check if there is any necessary action needed. UC might have to prepare,
refresh, and redeploy to UAT. 

C. Visit trust.salesforce.com tofigure out the preview cutoff dates, if the dates had passed, work with support to get on
the preview instance. 

D. Refresh Stage from UAT now. After preview cutoff, use the upgraded one for regression test, use the non-upgraded
one for user acceptance Test. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Universal Containers (UC) is looking at implementing a large number of features using an AppExchange product. This
product uses Sobjects to store and configure important business logic within the application. Which two options should
an architect recommend, as the source of truth for storing this reference data? Choose 2 answers 

A. Store the records in sandboxes and production. 

B. Store the records in a version control system. 

C. Use a third-party product to manage these records. 

D. Attach CSV files to the user stories in a project management system. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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QUESTION 7

Universal Containers (UC) just started configuration and customization of its Salesforce organization. 

Thearchitect suggested the definition of an application lifecycle management (ALM) process. 

What are three benefits of following an ALM process? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Avoiding defects from being deployed to production. 

B. Training new users after each minor andmajor release. 

C. Defining metrics for application development project success. 

D. Releasing new features on a consistent schedule. 

E. Preventing existing working functionality from stopping 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers requires its developers to develop and test code in one sandbox per developer before deploying to
a common sandbox for code review. Which deployment strategy should be used in this environment? 

A. Refresh the developer\\'s sandbox, develop changes, refresh the common sandbox, deploy to the common sandbox,
test changes 

B. Refresh the developer\\'s sandbox, develop changes, test changes, refresh thedeveloper\\'s sandbox, deploy to the
common sandbox 

C. Refresh the developer\\'s sandbox, develop changes, refresh the developer\\'s sandbox, deploy to the common
sandbox, test changes 

D. Refresh the common sandbox, develop changes, refresh the developersandbox, deploy to the common sandbox, test
changes 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

At any giventime, Universal Containers has 10 Apex developers building new functionality and fixing bugs. Which
branching strategy should an Architect recommend that mitigates the risk of developers overwriting others changes? 

A. Have all developers build new functionality in new branches, but fix bugs in the HEAD 

B. Have all developers work in the same branch, continuously testing for regressions 

C. Have developers work in separate branches and merge their changes in a common branch for testing 

D. Don\\'t use sourcecontrol. Rely on Salesforce\\'s built-in conflict detection mechanism 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Universal Containers is reviewing its environment strategy. They have identified a need for a new hotfix 

environment to resolve any urgent production issues. 

Which two sandbox types would be appropriate to use as the hotfix environment? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Partial Copy sandbox 

B. Developer sandbox 

C. Full sandbox 

D. Developer Pro sandbox 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 11

Universal Containers (UC) is considering updating their Salesforce Release Management process. Which three best
practices should UC consider for Release Management? Choose 3 answers 

A. Design theright sandbox strategy for the release. 

B. Release sign-off is only required for Production. 

C. Regression testing is mandatory for each release. 

D. Maintain a pre/post deployment checklist for each release. 

E. Publish a release calendar for each phase ofthe release. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 12

Universal Containers CUC) is an enterprise financial company that operates in EMEA, AMER, and APAC. Because of
regulatory requirements, UC has a separate Salesforce org for each region. Each org has its own customizations that fit
for the region needs, but there are also standard processes that apply to all regions requirements. 

As the deployment architect, what should be considered for the multi-org deployment strategy? 

A. Deploy metadata to production orgs using managed packages. 

B. Deploy metadata to production orgsusing unmanaged packages. 
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C. Deploy metadata to production orgs using package development model. 

D. Deploy metadata to production orgs using change sets. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

What are two advantages of automated test data loads over manual data loads? Choose 2 answers 

A. Automated loads can be done with no human oversight. 

B. FRED Automated loads are reliable in their results. 

C. Automated loads cannot be scripted by CICD tools. 

D. Automated loads will increase costs. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 14

A team of developers at Universal Containers has developed Apex Triggers and Apex Classes in a sandbox. The team
has also written test classes to unit test these triggers and classes. 

When executed in the sandbox, all the test methods pass and all the classes meet the minimum code coverage
requirement. But when they tried deploying thesecomponents to production, a few of these test methods failed 

What should an architect recommend? 

A. Create test data in production before deploying the test classes 

B. Set SeeAllData to True to use the data in production. 

C. Explicitly set SeeAllData to True and generate data in test methods. 

D. Do not use SeeAllData and generate data in the test methods 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

A Salesforce Administrator has initiated a deployment using a change set. the deployment has taken more time than
usual. What is the potentialreason for this? 

A. The change set includes changes to permission sets and profiles. 

B. The change set includes Field type changes for some objects. 

C. The change set includes new custom objects and custom fields. 
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D. The change set performance is independent of included components. 

Correct Answer: A 
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